
Our Mission
For nearly 150 years, Dwight has been dedicated to igniting the spark of genius in every child through highly 
personalized learning, community engagement, and global vision. Dwight Global is the 21st century extension 
of this unique educational philosophy, bonding students’ passions and academics in a highly supported flexible 
learning environment.

An Online School Like No Other
With real-time online video conferencing seminars, Oxford-style tutorials, and a college-style schedule, students 
experience the intimacy of an independent school coupled with the freedom to pursue their passions.

Five Campuses, One Philosophy
While students can attend our cloud-based school from anywhere, they can also study at any one of Dwight’s 
campuses in New York, London, Seoul, Shanghai, and Dubai.

The Dwight Global Diploma
Dwight Global students must meet the same exacting standards of Dwight School in New York. Students 
may align their academic paths with the International Baccalaureate, the Advanced Placement, or their own 
personalized course of study. 

Your Path to College
College guidance starts in grade nine at Dwight Global. Harvard, University of Pennsylvania, Cornell, Brown, 
Dartmouth, McGill, Vassar, and NYU are among Dwight students’ recent college acceptances.

Your dreams have no limits.   
Your school shouldn’t either.

Dwight School’s   
Campus in the Cloud

DWIGHT GLOBAL

To learn more, please contact Ellana at admissions@dwight.global, or +1-212-724-2420, or visit www.dwight.global



A Rich History
Founded in 1872 as a feeder school for the nation’s best colleges, Dwight is named for Timothy Dwight V, the 
twelfth President of Yale University. Dwight Global Online School, founded in 2014, brings the Dwight mission 
to students everywhere. 

Leadership
Dwight Global’s leadership stands unique among schools of any kind: Our Chancellor has 50 years of visionary 
leadership in global education and our Vice Chairman, the founder of Stanford Online High School, has 30 years 
of experience in cutting-edge online learning.  

Faculty
Our inspiring faculty encourage our exceptional students to believe in their own talents, follow their hearts, and 
take intellectual risks through a rigorous, personalized course of study.

Dwight Global students are scholars and athletes, actors and performers, entrepreneurs and adventurers. 
At Dwight Global, the pursuit of excellence in one domain does not mean having to settle in others.

Yara Shahidi, Actress
“As a professional actor and student 
extremely focused on academics, Dwight 
Global offers challenging online courses 
and the flexibility and support I need 
to balance my work and school lives.”

Nicole Battaglia, Dancer
“Classical ballet is my biggest passion, 
but maintaining my academics is 
important to me and my parents. 
Dwight Global has allowed me to fit 
everything into my life, without sacrificing 
my education.”

Karl Poling, Athlete
“Dwight Global provides flexibility so 
I can travel and compete in tennis 
at the highest level. The courses at 
Dwight Global are just as challenging 
as campus courses.”

Dwight Global  
fosters excellence  
without compromise  
at school and  
anywhere in  
the world.

Real Students, Real Stories
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